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I. INTRODUCTION
Arguably, the distinctive character of natural and en-
gineered systems lies in their organization. This is in
contrast to differences, say, in how random they are or
in their temperature. Computational mechanics provides
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2an analytical and constructive way to determine a sys-
tem’s organization [1], supplementing the well developed
statistical physics view of systems in terms of disorder—
via thermodynamic entropy and free energy. The con-
trast begs a question, though, how does organization
arise?
As a step to an answer, we extend computational me-
chanics from describing individual systems to analyze or-
ganization in transformations between systems. We build
on its well established methods to describe a calculus for
detecting the emergence of structure. Indeed, natural
systems are nothing, if not the result of transformations
of energy, information, or both. There is no lack of exam-
ples: Filtering measurement time series to discover the
temporal behavior of hidden states [2]; Maxwell’s Demon
translating measurement information to control actions
that rectify thermal fluctuations into work, locally defeat-
ing Thermodynamics’ Second Law [3–5]; sensory trans-
duction in the retina that converts light intensity and
spectra into neural spike trains [6]; perception-action cy-
cles in which an agent decides its future behavior based
on its interpretation of its environment’s state [7, 8]; and,
finally, firms that transform raw materials into finished
goods [9].
We refer to our objects of study as structured trans-
formations to emphasize the particular focus on basic
questions of organization. How complex is a transfor-
mation? What and how many resources are required to
implement it? What does it add to an input in produc-
ing an output? Randomness, structure, or both? What
is thrown away? How is its own organization reflected in
that of its output?
The framework addresses these questions, both quanti-
tatively and from first principles. It is the first in a series.
Foremost, it’s burden is to lay the groundwork necessary
to answer these questions. Sequels introduce information
measures to classify the kinds of information processing
in joint input-output processes and in structured trans-
formations. To delineate the underlying mechanisms that
produce organization, they analyze a range of examples
and describe a number of interesting, even counterintu-
itive, properties of structured transformations.
The questions posed are basic, so there is a wide range
of applications and of historical precedents. Due to this
diversity and to avoid distracting from the development,
we defer reviewing them and related work until later,
once the context has been set and the focus, benefits,
and limitations of our approach are clear.
The following analyzes communication channels and
channel composition in terms of intrinsic computation
[1, 10]. As such, it and the entire series, for that matter,
assume familiarity with stochastic processes at the level
of Ref. [11], information theory at the level of Refs. [12,
13], and computational mechanics at the level of Refs.
[14, 15]. These serve as the default sources for statements
in our review.
We first present a brief overview and relevant no-
tation for how computational mechanics describes pro-
cesses. We extend this to describe controlled processes—
processes with input. Several examples that illustrate
the basic kinds of input-output process are then given, by
way of outlining an organizational classification scheme.
At that point, we describe the global -machine for joint
input-output processes. Using this we introduce the
-transducer, defining its structural complexity and es-
tablishing its optimalities. We close with a thorough
analysis of the example input-output processes and com-
pare and contrast -transducers with prior work.
II. PROCESSES AND THEIR PRESENTATIONS
A. Stationary, Ergodic Processes
The temporal stochastic process we consider is a one-
dimensional chain . . . Y−2Y−1Y0Y1Y2 . . . of discrete ran-
dom variables {Yt}t∈Z that takes values {yt}t∈Z over
a finite or countable alphabet Y . A finite block
YiYi+1 . . . Yj−1 of variables with t ∈ [i, j) is denoted Yi:j .
The left index is always inclusive, the right always ex-
clusive. Let
↼⇀
Y denote the bi-infinite chain Y−∞:∞, and
let
↼⇀Y denote the set of all bi-infinite sequences ↼⇀y with
alphabet Y . ↼−Y t = . . . Yt−2Yt−1 is the past leading up to
time t, not including t, and
−⇀
Y t = YtYt+1 . . . is the future
leading from it, including t.
We can also use the time index notation above to spec-
ify the time origin of a process or bi-infinite sequence.
This is useful when we are comparing two such pro-
cesses or sequences. For example, if we wish to say
that
↼⇀
Y is
↼⇀
X delayed by three time steps, this can
be written as
↼⇀
Y 3 =
↼⇀
X 0. To indicate the time origin
in specific realized symbol values in a chain, we place
a period before the symbol occurring at t = 0: e.g.,
↼⇀y = . . . acbb.caba . . ., where y0 = c. Finally, if the word
abcd follows a sequence of random variables Yi:j we de-
note this by Yi:j+4 = Yi:jabcd, for example. A word oc-
curring before a sequence of random variables is denoted
by a similar concatenation rule; e.g., Yi−4:j = abcdYi:j .
A stochastic process is defined by its word distribu-
tions:
P(Yt:t+L) ≡ {P(Yt:t+L = yt:t+L)}yt:t+L∈YL , (1)
for all L ∈ Z+ and t ∈ Z.
We will often use an equivalent definition of a stochas-
tic process as a random variable defined over the set of
bi-infinite sequences
↼⇀Y . In this case, a stochastic pro-
cess is defined by an indexed set of probabilities of the
form:
P(↼⇀Y ) ≡ {P(↼⇀Y ∈ σ)}σ⊆↼⇀Y , (2)
where σ is a measurable set of bi-infinite sequences. We
can obtain a process’ word probabilities by selecting ap-
propriate measurable subsets—cylinder sets—that cor-
respond to holding the values of a contiguous subset of
3random variables fixed.
In the following, we consider only stationary pro-
cesses—those invariant under time translation:
P(Yt:t+L) = P(Y0:L) and
P(↼⇀Y t) = P(
↼⇀
Y 0) ,
for all t ∈ Z and L ∈ Z+. This property ensures that
a process’s behavior has no explicit dependence on time
origin.
We will also primarily limit the discussion to ergodic
stationary processes—processes where any realization ↼⇀y
gives good empirical estimates P̂(Y0:L) of the process’s
true word probabilities P(Y0:L) [16]. That is, for any
finite realization y0:M , the empirical estimate P̂(w) of a
word w = w0w1 . . . wL−1 of length L, converges almost
surely to the true process probability P(Y0:L = w) as
M →∞, where:
P̂(w) ≡
M−L∑
t=0
Iw(yt:t+L)
M − L+ 1 ,
and the indicator function Iw(yt:t+L) equals 1 when
yt:t+L = w, and 0 otherwise. This property ensures,
among other things, that any particular realization of the
process reflects the behavior of the process in general—
a useful property when we do not have freedom to re-
initialize the system at will.
B. Examples
To illustrate key ideas in the development, we use
several example processes, all with the binary alphabet
Y = {0, 1}. They are used repeatedly in the following
and in the sequels.
1. Biased Coin Process
The Biased Coin Process is an independent, identically
distributed (IID) process, where word probabilities factor
into a product of single-variable probabilities:
P(Y0:L) = P(Y0)P(Y1) · · ·P(YL−1) ,
where P(Yt) = P(Y0) for all t. If n is the number of 0s in
y0:L, then P(y0:L) = pn(1− p)L−n, where p = P(Y0 = 0).
2. Period-2 Process
The Period-2 Process endlessly repeats the word 01,
starting with either a 0 or a 1 with equal probability. It
is specified by the word distributions:
P(Yi:j = (. . . 1010.1010 . . .)i:j) = 12 and
P(Yi:j = (. . . 0101.0101 . . .)i:j) = 12 ,
where i, j ∈ Z, i < j.
3. Golden Mean Process
The Golden Mean Process generates all binary se-
quences, except those with consecutive 0s. After a 1
is generated, the next 0 or 1 appears with equal likeli-
hood. Its word distributions are determined by a Markov
chain with states Y0 = 0 and Y0 = 1 having probabilities
P(Y0 = 0) = 1/3 and P(Y0 = 1) = 2/3, respectively, and
transition probabilities:
P(Y1 = 0|Y0 = 0) = 0 ,
P(Y1 = 1|Y0 = 0) = 1 ,
P(Y1 = 0|Y0 = 1) = 12 , and
P(Y1 = 1|Y0 = 1) = 12 .
(3)
4. Even Process
The Even Process generates all binary sequences, ex-
cept that a 1 always appears in an even-length block of
1s bordered by 0s. After an even number of 1s are gen-
erated, the next 0 or 1 appears with equal likelihood.
Notably, the Even Process cannot be represented by a
Markov chain of any finite order or, equivalently, by any
finite list of conditional probabilities over words. As we
will see, though, it can be represented concisely by a
finite-state hidden Markov model. To see this, we must
first introduce alternative models—here called presenta-
tions—for a given process.
C. Optimal Presentations
We can completely, and rather prosaically, specify a
stationary process by listing its set of word probabili-
ties, as in Eq. (1), or conditional probabilities, as in Eq.
(3). As with the Even Process, however, generally these
sets are infinite and so one prefers to use finite or, at
least, more compact descriptions. Fortunately, there is
a canonical presentation for any stationary process—the
-machine of computational mechanics [10, 14]—that is
its unique, optimal, unifilar generator of minimal size;
which we now define.
Given a process’s word distribution, its -machine is
constructed by regarding any two infinite pasts ↼−y and
↼−y ′ as equivalent when they lead to the same distribution
over infinite futures—the same future morphs, of the form
P(−⇀Y |↼−y ). This grouping is given by the causal equivalence
4· · · ↼−y t−1 ↼−y t ↼−y t+1 · · ·
· · · st−1 st st+1 · · ·
yt−2 yt−1 yt yt+1
yt−2 yt−1 yt yt+1
  
FIG. 1. Process lattice: The dynamic inherited by the causal
states st = σi ∈ S from a process’s pasts via the -map:
st = (. . . yt−2yt−1)
yt−→ st+1 = (. . . yt−2yt−1yt).
relation ∼:
↼−y ∼ ↼−y ′ ⇐⇒ P(−⇀Y |↼−Y = ↼−y ) = P(−⇀Y |↼−Y = ↼−y ′) . (4)
The equivalence classes of ∼ partition the set ↼−Y of all
allowed pasts. The classes are the process’s causal states.
The indexed set of causal states is denoted by S and
has elements σi. Note that i is not a time index, but
an element of an index set with the same cardinality as
S. The associated random variable over alphabet S is
denoted by S. The -map is a function  :
↼−Y → S that
takes a given past to its corresponding causal state or,
equivalently, to the set of pasts to which it is causally
equivalent:
(↼−y ) = σi
= {↼−y ′ : ↼−y ∼ ↼−y ′} .
The -map induces a dynamic over pasts: Append-
ing a new symbol yt to past ↼−y t produces a new past
↼−y t+1 = ↼−y tyt. This, in turn, defines a stochastic
process—the causal-state process—with random variable
chain
↼⇀
S = S−∞:∞ = . . . S−1S0S1 . . ., where at time t
each St takes on some value st = σi ∈ S. The relation-
ship between a process’s pasts and its causal states is
summarized in Fig. 1. The map from the observed chain
↼⇀
Y to the internal state chain
↼⇀
S is the causal state filter.
(We return to this mapping later on.) The dynamic over
causal states is specified by an indexed set T of symbol-
labeled transition matrices:
T ≡ {T (y)}y∈Y ,
where T (y) has elements:
T
(y)
ij = P(S1 = σj , Y0 = y|S0 = σi).
The -map also induces a distribution pi over causal
states, with elements:
pi(i) = P(S0 = σi)
= P
(

(↼−
Y
)
= σi
)
.
Since the process is stationary and the -map is time
independent, pi is also stationary. We therefore refer to
pi as the process’s stationary distribution. Note that for
ergodic processes, the stationary distribution can be cal-
culated directly from the transition matrices alone [17].
The tuple (Y ,S,T ) consisting of the process’ alpha-
bet, causal state set, and transition matrix set is the
process’ -machine.
The -machine is a process’s unique, maximally pre-
dictive, minimal-size unifilar presentation [10, 18, 19]. In
other words, the causal states are as predictive as any
rival partition R of the pasts ↼−Y . In particular, any
given causal state σi is as predictive as any of its pasts
↼−y ∈ −1(σi). Measuring predictive ability via the mu-
tual information between states and future observations,
this translates to the statement that:
I[S0;
−⇀
Y 0] = I[
↼−
Y 0;
−⇀
Y 0]
≥ I[R0;−⇀Y 0] ,
where R0 ∈ R. Moreover, among all equally predic-
tive (prescient rival) partitions R̂ of the past, the causal
states minimize the state Shannon entropy: H[S] =
H[pi] ≤ H[R̂]. Due to the -machine’s minimality, the
statistical complexity Cµ = H[S] = H[pi] measures the
amount of historical information a process stores.
A process’s -machine presentation has several addi-
tional properties that prove useful. First, the causal
states form a Markov chain. This means that the
-machine is a type of hidden Markov model. Second,
the causal states are unifilar :
H[St+1|Yt, St] = 0 .
That is, the current state and symbol uniquely deter-
mine the next state. This is necessary for an observer
to maintain its knowledge of a process’s current causal
state while scanning a sequence of symbols. Third, un-
like general (that is, nonunifilar) hidden Markov models,
one can calculate a process’s key informational proper-
ties directly from its -machine. For example, a process’s
entropy rate hµ can be written in terms of the causal
states:
hµ = H[Y0|S0] .
And, using the methods of Refs. [14, 20], a process’s
past-future mutual information—the excess entropy E—
is given by its forward S+ and reverse S− causal states:
E ≡ I[↼−Y ;−⇀Y ] (5)
= I[S−;S+] .
Generally, the excess entropy is only a lower bound on
the information that must be stored in order to predict
a process: E ≤ Cµ. This difference is captured by the
process’s crypticity χ = Cµ −E.
Since they are conditioned on semi-infinite pasts,
the causal states defined above correspond to recurrent
states in a process’s complete -machine presentation.
They capture a process’s time-asymptotic behavior. An
-machine also has transient causal states that arise when
conditioning on finite-length pasts, as well as a unique
5start state, which can be either transient or recurrent.
When the underlying process is ergodic, they can be de-
rived from the recurrent causal states using the mixed-
state method of Ref. [14]. In general, they can be ob-
tained from a modified causal equivalence relation, ex-
tended to include finite pasts. We omit them, unless
otherwise noted, from our development.
The preceding introduced what is known as the his-
tory specification of an -machine: From a stationary,
ergodic process, one derives its -machine by applying
equivalence relation Eq. (4). There is also the comple-
mentary generator specification: As a generator, rather
than using equivalence classes over a process’s histories,
the -machine is defined as a strongly connected hidden
Markov model whose transitions are unifilar and whose
states are probabilistically distinct. Such an -machine
generates a unique, ergodic, stationary process, and is
the same -machine that we would obtain by applying
the causal equivalence relation to said generated pro-
cess [21]. The following uses both history and generator
-machines; which will be clear in context.
D. Example Process -Machines
The cardinality of a process’s causal state set S need
not be finite or even countable; see, e.g., Figs. 7, 8,
10, and 17 in Ref. [22]. For simplicity in the following,
though, we restrict our study to processes with a finite or
countably infinite number of causal states. This allows
us to depict a process graphically, showing its -machine
as an edge-labeled directed graph. Nodes in the graph
are causal states and edges, transitions between them. A
transition from state σi to state σj while emitting symbol
y is represented as an edge connecting the corresponding
nodes that is labeled y : p. (Anticipating our needs later
on, this differs slightly from prior notation.) Here, p =
T
(y)
ij is the state transition probability and y is the symbol
emitted on the transition. Figure 2 displays -machine
state-transition diagrams for the example processes.
Since the Biased Coin Process’s current output is in-
dependent of the past, all pasts are causally equivalent.
This leads to a single causal state A, occupied with prob-
ability 1. (See Fig. 2(a).) Therefore, the Biased Coin
Process has a statistical complexity of Cµ = 0 bits. It’s
excess entropy E also vanishes. This example illustrates
the general property that IID processes lack causal struc-
ture. They can be quite random; the example here has
an entropy rate of hµ = H(2/3) ≈ 0.918 bits per step,
where H(p) is the binary entropy function.
In contrast, the Period-2 Process has two causal states,
call them A and B, that correspond to pasts that end in
either a 1 or a 0, respectively. (See Fig. 2(b).) Since the
states are occupied with equal probability, the Period-2
Process has Cµ = 1 bit of stored information. In this
case, E = Cµ. It is perfectly predictable, with hµ = 0
bits per step.
The two causal states of the Golden Mean Process also
A
0 :1/3
1 :2/3
(a)Biased Coin
Process.
A B
0 :1
1 :1
(b)Period-2 Process.
A B1 :1/2
0 :1/2
1 :1
(c)Golden Mean Process.
A B0 :1/2
1 :1/2
1 :1
(d)Even Process.
FIG. 2. -Machines for the example processes. Transitions
labeled y : p, where p = T
(y)
ij is the state transition probability
and y is the symbol emitted on the transition.
correspond to pasts ending with either a 0 or 1, but for it
the state transition structure ensures that no consecutive
0s are generated. (See Fig. 2(c).) Causal state A is
occupied with P(A) = 2/3 and state B with P(B) =
1/3, giving Cµ = H(2/3) ≈ 0.918 bits. Note that the
excess entropy is substantially less—E ≈ 0.2516 bits—
indicating that the process is cryptic. We therefore must
store additional state information above and beyond E
in order to predict the process [20]. Its entropy rate is
hµ = H(2/3) ≈ 0.918 bits per step.
As mentioned already, the Even Process cannot be rep-
resented by a finite Markov chain. It can be represented
by a finite hidden Markov model, however. In particular,
its -machine provides the most compact presentation—a
two-state hidden Markov model. Causal state A corre-
sponds to pasts that end with an even block of 1s, and
state B corresponds to pasts that end with an odd block
of 1s. (See Fig. 2(d).) Since the probability distribution
over states is the same as that of the Golden Mean Pro-
cess, the Even process has Cµ ≈ 0.918 bits of statistical
complexity and hµ ≈ 0.918 bits per step. In contrast,
the excess entropy and statistical complexity are equal:
E = Cµ. The Even Process is not cryptic.
III. INPUT-OUTPUT PROCESSES AND
CHANNELS
Up to this point, we focused on a stochastic process and
a particular canonical presentation of a mechanism—the
-machine—that can generate it. We now turn to our
main topic, generalizing the -machine presentation of a
given process to a presentation of a controlled process—
6that is, to input-output (I/O) processes. I/O processes
are related to probabilistic extensions of Moore’s sequen-
tial machines [23, 24], probabilistic extensions of codes
from symbolic dynamics [25], and, perhaps more natu-
rally, to Shannon’s communication channels [26]. And
so, we refer to them simply as channels. There are im-
portant differences from how channels are developed in
standard treatments [12], though. The principal differ-
ence is that we consider channels with memory, while the
latter in its elementary treatment, at least, typically con-
siders memoryless channels or channels with restricted
forms of memory [27]. In addition, with an eye to ap-
plications, the framework here is adapted to reconstruct
channels from observations of an input-output process.
(A topic to which we return at the end.) Finally, the
development places a unique emphasis on detecting and
analyzing structure inherent in I/O processes. Our de-
velopment parallels that for -machines; see Ref. [1, and
citations therein].
To begin, we define I/O processes. To make these
concrete, we provide several example channels, lever-
aging the example processes and their -machines al-
ready described. The examples naturally lead to the
desired extension—the -transducer. The development
then turns to the main properties of -transducers.
Loosely speaking, a channel defines a coupling between
stochastic processes. It can be memoryful, probabilistic,
and even anticipate the future. In other words, the chan-
nel’s current output symbol may depend probabilistically
upon its past, current, and future input and output sym-
bols. As such, we will be led to generalize the memoryless
and anticipation-free communication channels primarily
studied in elementary information theory [12].
Definition 1. A channel
↼⇀
Y
∣∣↼⇀X with input alphabet X
and output alphabet Y is a collection of stochastic pro-
cesses over alphabet Y, where each such process ↼⇀Y |↼⇀x
corresponds to a bi-infinite input sequence in
↼⇀X :
↼⇀
Y |↼⇀X ≡ {↼⇀Y |↼⇀x }↼⇀x ∈↼⇀X (6)
That is, each fixed realization ↼⇀x = . . . x−1x0x1 . . .
over input alphabet X is mapped to a stochastic process
↼⇀
Y |↼⇀x = ↼⇀Y | . . . x−1x0x1 . . . over alphabet Y.
If we are given a process
↼⇀
X —an input process—then a
channel maps this distribution over sequences to a joint
process
↼−−⇀
(X,Y ), which can be marginalized to obtain a
process
↼⇀
Y —the output process. We can characterize a
channel by an indexed set P of conditional word proba-
bilities:
P(Yt:t+L|↼⇀x )
≡{P(Yt:t+L = yt:t+L∣∣↼⇀X = ↼⇀x )}yt:t+L∈YL,↼⇀x ∈↼⇀X .
Equivalently, we can represent a channel as a distribu-
tion over bi-infinite sequences (output) conditioned on a
particular bi-infinite sequence (input). In other words, a
channel can be characterized by an indexed set:
P
(↼⇀
Y
∣∣↼⇀x ) ≡ {P(↼⇀Y ∈ σ∣∣↼⇀X = ↼⇀x )}σ⊆↼⇀Y ,↼⇀x ∈↼⇀X .
Given an input process’ distribution P(↼⇀X ) and a chan-
nel’s distribution P
(↼⇀
Y |↼⇀x ) for all inputs ↼⇀x , we obtain
the output process’ distribution as follows:
P
(↼⇀
Y
)
=
∫
P
(↼⇀
Y ,↼⇀x
)
d↼⇀x
=
∫
P
(↼⇀
Y |↼⇀x )P(↼⇀x ) d↼⇀x ,
where the first integrand shows the appearance of the
intermediate joint process
↼−−⇀
(X,Y ).
Let’s say a few words about definitional choices made
up to this point. As defined, the channels we consider
are total (defined for every possible input sequence). One
could extend the definition to allow for partial channels
(defined only for a subset of possible sequences), but we
do not consider such channels in what follows. This is the
primary reason for defining a channel’s domain in terms
of bi-infinite sequences rather than say, collections of fi-
nite words. Such channels would not necessarily be total.
Also, requiring that channels be defined for every finite
input word is restrictive, as even the simplest channels
may not have well defined behavior for say, a single sym-
bol input word. We could instead define channels over
a subset of all finite input words and explicitly add in
the restriction that the channel be total, but this is still
more restrictive than the
↼⇀X definition above. Consider,
for example, the channel that outputs all 1s if its input
sequence contains at least one 1 and outputs all 0s oth-
erwise. Such a channel is undefined for any finite input
word that consists of all 0s, but is well defined for any
bi-infinite binary sequence. It is also true that any total
channel defined over finite input words can be trivially
defined over bi-infinite sequences by appending an arbi-
trary infinite past and future to each finite word (without
changing the channel’s output behavior).
Stationarity is as useful a property for channels as it
is for processes.
Definition 2. A channel is stationary if and only if its
probability distributions are invariant under time trans-
lation:
P(Yt:t+L|↼⇀x t) = P(Y0:L|↼⇀x 0) and
P(↼⇀Y t|↼⇀x t) = P(↼⇀Y 0|↼⇀x 0) ,
for all t ∈ Z, L ∈ Z+, and every input sequence ↼⇀x .
An immediate consequence is that stationary channels
map stationary input processes to stationary output pro-
cesses:
Proposition 1 (Stationarity Preservation). When a sta-
tionary channel is applied to a stationary input process,
the resulting output process is also stationary.
7Proof. One calculates directly:
P(↼⇀Y t) =
∫
P(↼⇀Y t|↼⇀x t)P(↼⇀x t)d↼⇀x t
=
∫
P(↼⇀Y 0|↼⇀x 0)P(↼⇀x 0)d↼⇀x 0
= P(↼⇀Y 0) ,
where the second equality follows from stationarity of
both input process and channel, once we note that
. . . dxt−1dxtdxt+1 . . . = . . . dx−1dx0dx1 . . ., since under
shifted indexing the relationships between xi and in-
finitesimals dxi are preserved and the latter themselves
do not change.
We also primarily restrict our discussion to ergodic
channels [28].
Definition 3. An ergodic channel is a channel that maps
any ergodic input process
↼⇀
X to an ergodic joint process
↼−−⇀
(X,Y ).
Another important channel property is that of causal-
ity.
Definition 4. A causal channel is anticipation-free:
P(Yt:t+L|↼⇀X ) = P(Yt:t+L|↼−X t+L) .
That is, the channel has well defined behavior on semi-
infinite input pasts and is completely characterized by
that behavior.
Channel causality is a reasonable assumption when a
system has no access to future inputs. However, as a
note of caution in applying the following to analyze, say,
large-scale systems with many components, the choice
of observables may lead to input-output processes that
violate causality. For example, treating spatial config-
urations of one-dimensional spin systems or cellular au-
tomata as if they were time series—a somewhat common
strategy—violates causality. In the following, though, we
assume channel stationarity and causality, unless stated
otherwise.
It is worth noting that causality is often not a severe
restriction. Specifically, the following results extend to
channels with finite anticipation—channels whose cur-
rent output depends upon N future inputs. When both
the input process and channel are stationary, one delays
the appearance of the channel output by N time indices.
This does not change the output process, but converts
finite anticipation to finite channel memory and delayed
output. In this way, it is possible to apply the analysis to
follow to channels with anticipation directly, but the op-
timality theorems established must be modified slightly.
IV. EXAMPLE CHANNELS AND THEIR
CLASSIFICATION
To motivate our main results, consider several exam-
ple stationary causal channels with binary input and
output. Figure 3 illustrates the mapping from input
words {x0:L = x0x1 . . . xL−1} to output words {y0:L =
y0y1 . . . yL−1} for the example channels. The wordmaps
there treat each input-output pair (x0:L, y0:L) as a point
p = (px, py) in the unit square, where the input (output)
word forms the binary expansion of px = 0.x0x1 · · ·xL−1
(py = 0.y0y1 · · · yL−1). Since the channels are defined for
all inputs, the plots show every input word.
We organize the examples around a classification
scheme paralleling that used in signal processing to high-
light memory and the nature of feedback [29].
We describe channel behavior using recurrence rela-
tions of the form:
Yt ∼ r (↼−X t,↼−Y t, Xt) ,
where r(·) is either a logical function, in simple cases,
or a distribution. Note that the next output Yt depends
only on the past—the channels are causal.
In general, such a recurrence relation only captures the
channel’s present behavior. Fortunately, a causal chan-
nel’s future behavior is summarized by its present behav-
ior:
P(Y0:L=ab . . . yz|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L=αβ . . . ψω)
= P(Y0 =a|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L=α . . . ω)
· P(Y1 =b|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L=α . . . ω, Y0 =a)
· · ·P(YL−1 =z|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L=α . . . ω, Y0:L−1 =a . . . y)
(a)
= P(Y0 =a|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L=α . . . ω)
· P(Y1 =b|↼−−−−(X,Y )1, X1:L=β . . . ω)
· · ·P(YL−1 =z|↼−−−−(X,Y )L−1, XL−1 =ω)
(b)
= P(Y0 =a|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0 =α)
· P(Y1 =b|↼−−−−(X,Y )1, X1 =β)
· · ·P(YL−1 =z|↼−−−−(X,Y )L−1, XL−1 =ω)
(c)
= P(Y0 =a|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0 =α)
· P(Y0 =b|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0 =β)
· · ·P(Y0 =z|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0 =ω),
where in (a) we merge individual variables into pasts to
obtain new pasts, in (b) we remove input variables that
have no effect due to causality, and (c) follows from sta-
tionarity.
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FIG. 3. Wordmaps for simple example channels display the map from finite input words to finite output words: Allowed input-
output pairs (x0:8, y0:8) correspond to a dot placed in the unit square at (0.x0x1 · · ·x7, 0.y0y1 · · · y7). The possible observed
input (output) words are displayed below (left) of the horizontal (vertical) axis.
A. Memorylessness
The Memoryless Binary Channel ’s (MBC’s) current
output depends only on its current input; the analog of an
IID process in that its behavior at time t is independent
of that at other times. The MBC includes as special cases
the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) and the Z Channel
[12]. We can summarize the MBC’s present behavior
with a simplified recurrence relation of the form Yt ∼
r (Xt) and its conditional probabilities factor as follows:
P(Yt:t+L|↼⇀X )
=P(Yt|Xt)P(Yt+1|Xt+1) · · ·P(Yt+L−1|Xt+L−1) .
The first three wordmaps of Fig. 3 illustrate the be-
havior of memoryless channels. We see that the Iden-
tity Channel (Fig. 3(a)) always maps a word to itself.
Whereas, the All-is-Fair Channel (Fig. 3(b)) maps each
input word uniformly to every output word. We imme-
diately see that deterministic channels have wordmaps
with a single filled pixel per plot column.
The Z Channel wordmap is shown in Fig. 3(c). It
transmits all 0s with no noise, but adds noise to all 1s
transmitted. The wordmap shows the maximal noise
case, where all 1s are replaced with the output of a fair
coin. We see that even memoryless channels have non-
trivial word mappings. In this case, the latter forms
a self-similar Sierpinski right triangle [30] in the unit
square.
B. Finite Feedforward
Now, consider channels whose behavior depends only
on a finite input history. Their behavior on input is anal-
ogous to those of order-R Markov chains. They can also
be thought of as stochastic, anticipation-free sliding block
codes [25] with finite memory or as generalized finite im-
pulse response filters [29]. These channels’ present be-
havior can be summarized with a recurrence relation of
the form Yt ∼ r(Xt−M :t, Xt), where M is a finite input
history length such that M > 0.
The Delay Channel simply stores its input at time t−
1 and outputs it at time t. Its wordmap is shown in
9Fig. 3(d). Those familiar with one-dimensional iterated
maps of the interval will recognize the word mapping as
the shift map, capturing the fact that delayed output
corresponds to a binary shift applied to the input word.
Note that when viewed as a function on the space of
processes, the Delay Channel acts as the identity.
The Feedforward NOR Channel ’s output at time t re-
sults from performing a logical NOR (↓) on its inputs at
times t and t− 1:
yt = xt−1 ↓ xt .
The wordmap for the Feedforward NOR Channel is
shown in Fig. 3(e). There, we see that although the chan-
nel is deterministic, the wordmap’s self-similarity makes
it difficult to see that the mapping is a function—that
there is, in fact, a single output word for each input.
The additional complexity of the remaining examples
does not lead to new types of apparent graphical struc-
ture beyond that seen in the existing wordmaps. So,
wordmaps will be omitted for now. With additional the-
ory developed, we return to illustrate these channels, but
using a more advanced form of wordmap.
C. Infinite Feedforward
Generally, channels depend on infinitely long input his-
tories. This behavior is analogous to the long-range de-
pendence seen in typical hidden Markov models [31, 32]
or in strictly sofic subshifts [25]. Channels with de-
pendence upon infinitely long input histories alone can
also be interpreted as generalized infinite impulse re-
sponse filters [29]. The present behavior of such channels
can be summarized by a recurrence relation of the form
Yt ∼ r (↼−X t, Xt).
The Odd NOT Channel stores the parity (even or odd)
of the number of ones observed in its input since the last
zero observed; much like the Even Process. If the parity
is currently even, it behaves as the Identity Channel. If
the parity is odd, it outputs the bitwise NOT (bit flip)
of its input. Since the channel’s behavior depends on the
parity of its input, it cannot be characterized by finite
input histories alone.
A channel can depend, however, on past outputs as
well as inputs. Such feedback can allow one to replace the
infinite-history recurrence relation with one that includes
only a finite history of inputs and outputs. Consider
again the Odd NOT Channel described above. Note that
its behavior is determined entirely by the current input
value, as well as the parity of the number of ones observed
on input. In fact, the parity at time t can be summarized
by the input and output at time t − 1. If xt−1 = 0, the
parity will always be even. If xt−1 = 1, and yt−1 = 0 we
know that the parity was odd, since the bit was flipped,
but since a 1 was just observed on input, the parity is now
even. Finally, if xt−1 = 1 and yt−1 = 1, we know that
the parity was previously even, and the newly observed
1 makes the current parity odd. Summarizing, we have
that:
(x, y)t−1 = (0, 0)⇔ Even input history parity,
(x, y)t−1 = (0, 1)⇔ Even input history parity,
(x, y)t−1 = (1, 0)⇔ Even input history parity, and
(x, y)t−1 = (1, 1)⇔ Odd input history parity . (7)
By allowing feedback, we can therefore summarize the
behavior of the Odd NOT Channel with a recurrence
relation that depends only upon finite history (of length
M = 1): Yt ∼ r (Xt−1, Yt−1, Xt).
An interesting observation is that the Odd NOT chan-
nel maps the Even Process to a bit-flipped Golden Mean
Process. However, a single process-to-process mapping
does not uniquely define a channel. There are an infinite
number of channels, in fact, that map the Even Process
to the bit-flipped Golden Mean Process.
D. Finite Feedback
As seen in the previous section, allowing for even a
finite amount of output feedback can can lead to sub-
stantial simplifications in the description of a channel.
Let’s consider channels that depend on a finite output
history on their own terms.
The most trivial case would be channels that depend
solely on output histories, with no dependence on inputs.
Since there is effectively no input, these channels reduce
to the output-only stochastic processes (generators) dis-
cussed earlier. Consider, for example, the All is Golden
Channel that outputs the Golden Mean Process, regard-
less of what input it receives.
A less trivial example is the Feedback NOR Channel,
similar to the Feedforward NOR Channel, except the out-
put at time t is the logical NOR of its current input and
previous output :
yt = xt ↓ yt−1 .
This channel’s behavior is clear in this feedback form. It
might be desirable, however, to find a purely feedforward
presentation for the channel. The recurrence relation for
the Feedback NOR Channel can be solved recursively to
give a feedforward presentation that is defined for almost
every input history. We recurse in the following way:
yt = xt ↓ yt−1
= xt ↓ (xt−1 ↓ yt−2)
= xt ↓ (xt−1 ↓ (xt−2 ↓ yt−3))
= · · · ,
and so on, until reaching sufficiently far into the input
past that a 1 is observed. When this happens, the recur-
sion terminates as the output of the NOR function is al-
ways 0 when either argument is 1. We can therefore con-
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struct a purely feedforward recurrence relation, but the
input histories can be arbitrarily long—corresponding to
arbitrarily long input histories consisting entirely of 0s.
The resulting feedforward recurrence relation is defined
for all histories, except for the infinite history of all 0s.
Note that such ill-defined behavior for certain infinite
histories is typical in systems that have infinite mem-
ory lengths and is not a problem specific to channels.
One can be careful to explicitly define behavior for such
cases, but this is beyond the scope of our current work,
and these pathological histories typically occur with zero
probability.
In contrast, consider replacing the logical NOR in the
Feedback NOR Channel with an exclusive OR (XOR or
⊕), thus giving the Feedback XOR Channel :
yt = xt ⊕ yt−1. (8)
In this case, solving for a pure-feedforward relation fails
since the output of a logical XOR is never determined by
a single argument. This channel illustrates the fact that
a presentation which includes feedback cannot always be
reduced to a pure-feedforward presentation.
E. Infinite Feedback
Just as we can define channels whose behavior de-
pends upon infinite input histories, we can define chan-
nels whose behavior depends upon infinite output histo-
ries. In fact, we have already studied a channel that can
be represented this way. Consider a channel that stores
the parity (even or odd) of the number of ones observed
in its output since the last zero observed. If this parity is
currently even, it behaves as the Identity Channel. If the
parity is odd, it outputs the bitwise NOT (bit flip) of its
input. This appears to be very similar to the Odd NOT
Channel defined above, but with a dependence on infi-
nite output histories and the present input, rather than
infinite input histories. In fact, this is simply a different
presentation of the Odd NOT Channel.
It suffices to show that the feedback presentation of
the Odd NOT Channel can be reduced to the same finite
history presentation as with its feedforward presentation.
Proceeding as before, we observe that if yt−1 = 0, the
output parity is always even. If xt−1 = 0 and yt−1 = 1,
the previous parity was odd (the bit was flipped), but
the 1 observed on output makes the output parity even.
Finally, if xt−1 = 1 and yt−1 = 1, the output parity was
even, and the 1 observed makes the output parity odd.
Summarizing, we obtained the same presentation as the
feedforward presentation specified by Eq. (7).
F. Infinite Feedforward-Feedback
We just examined an example channel whose presen-
tation depends upon infinite histories when only feed-
forward or feedback is allowed, but only a finite history
when both feedforward and feedback are allowed. The
following example shows that finding a finite history pre-
sentation is not always possible. Channels of this form
are perhaps the most natural channel generalization of
infinite Markov order (strictly sofic) processes.
The Odd Random Channel stores the parity of its input
history just as the Odd NOT Channel does, and it again
behaves as the identity when the parity is currently even.
When the parity is odd, the channel outputs a 0 or 1 with
equal probability. Like the Odd NOT Channel, this has
an infinite feedback presentation that stores the channel’s
output history parity. The channel does not have any
finite history presentation, however. If one attempts to
construct a finite presentation via the recursion unrolling
procedure used for the Odd NOT Channel, it is simple
to obtain the following relationships:
(x, y)t−1 = (0, 0)⇔ Even input history parity,
(x, y)t−1 = (0, 1)⇔ Even input history parity, and
(x, y)t−1 = (1, 0)⇔ Even input history parity.
The problem arises from the fact that when xt−1 = 1
and yt−1 = 1, the input history parity is uncertain. The
channel could have been operating as the identity (even
parity) or giving random output (odd parity). Looking at
progressively longer histories can resolve this uncertainty,
but only once a 0 has been observed (on either input,
output, or both). This ambiguity requires that we specify
arbitrarily long joint histories to determine the behavior
of the channel in general. It is therefore not possible
to construct any finite-history presentation of the Odd
Random Channel.
G. Irreducible Feedforward-Feedback
As a final example, consider a channel that has a finite
presentation when both feedforward and feedback are
allowed, but has no pure-feedforward or pure-feedback
presentation. The Period-2 Identity NOT Channel alter-
nates between the identity and bit flipped identity at each
time step. This channel’s present behavior is completely
determined by whether the previous input and output
bits, xt−1 and yt−1, match. When the bits match, the
channel was in its “identity” state and is therefore now
in its “NOT” state. The opposite is clearly true when
the bits do not match. The channel therefore has a re-
currence relation of the form Yt ∼ r(Xt−1, Yt−1, Xt).
Since the behavior does not depend on the particular
values of the input or output, but whether or not they
match, there is no way to construct a pure-feedforward or
pure-feedback presentation of the channel. This channel
therefore illustrates the notion of irreducible output (or
input) memory—dependence upon past output (input)
that cannot be eliminated even by including dependence
upon infinite past outputs (inputs).
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H. Causal Channel Markov Order Hierarchy
It turns out that the set of examples above outlines a
classification scheme for causal channels in terms of their
Markov orders [33] that we now make explicit. Just as
Markov order plays a key role in understanding the orga-
nization of processes, it is similarly helpful for channels.
Channel Markov orders are the history lengths required
to completely specify a causal channel’s behavior, given
certain constraints on knowledge of other histories.
Definition 5.
1. The pure feedforward Markov order Rpff is the
smallest M such that ∀L
P (Y0:L|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L)=P (Y0:L|X−M :0, X0:L).
2. The pure feedback Markov order Rpfb is the small-
est M such that ∀L
P (Y0:L|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L)=P (Y0:L|Y−M :0, X0:L).
3. The channel Markov order R is the smallest M
such that ∀L
P (Y0:L|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L)=P (Y0:L|(X,Y )−M :0, X0:L).
4. The irreducible feedforward Markov order Riff is
the smallest M such that ∀L
P (Y0:L|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L)=P (Y0:L|X−M :0,↼−Y 0, X0:L).
5. The irreducible feedback Markov order Rifb is the
smallest M such that ∀L
P (Y0:L|↼−−−−(X,Y )0, X0:L)=P (Y0:L|↼−X 0, Y−M :0, X0:L).
For example, we showed that the Odd NOT Chan-
nel’s presentation requires an infinite history when only
feedforward or feedback is allowed. And so, it has
Rpff = Rpfb =∞. However, it only requires finite history
when both are allowed: R = 1. If we have full knowl-
edge of the output past, we still need one symbol of input
history in order to characterize the channel, so Riff = 1.
Similarly, we have Rifb = 1.
Note that the irreducible feedforward Markov order
Riff will only be nonzero if the pure feedback order Rpfb
is undefined. Similarly, the irreducible feedback Markov
order Rifb will only be nonzero when the pure feedfor-
ward order Rpff is undefined. In words, if a channel has
irreducible feedback (feedforward), the channel has no
pure feedforward (feedback) presentation. Moreover, the
channel Markov order R bounds the pure Markov or-
ders from below and the smallest of the two irreducible
Markov orders bounds the channel Markov order from
below:
min(Riff, Rifb) ≤ R ≤ min(Rpff, Rpfb) .
In a sequel, we address input and output memory us-
ing information-theoretic quantities. There, we charac-
terize different amounts of input and output memory and
how they relate, whereas here in discussing Markov or-
ders we considered lengths of input and output sequences.
We also focused on causal channels, which allowed us to
restrict our discussion to present behavior and memory
lengths. In the case of anticipatory channels, we must
explicitly consider future behavior, as well as anticipa-
tion lengths. However, this is best left to another venue,
so that we do not deviate too far from the path to our
goal.
I. Causal-State Channels
There is a natural and quite useful channel embedded
in any -machine presentation of a stationary process—
the causal-state channel—that identifies structure em-
bedded in a process via the -machine’s causal states.
Consider a process and its -machine M . Previously,
we described M as a generator of the process. An
-machine, however, is also a recognizer of its process’s
sequences. Briefly, M reads a sequence and follows the
series of transitions determined by the symbols it encoun-
ters. The output of the causal-state channel is then the
sequence of causal states. The operation of this channel is
what we call causal-state filtering. Notably, the induced
mapping is a function due to the -machine’s unifilarity.
In this way, the channel filters observed sequences, re-
turning step-by-step associated causal states. Given an
-machine, the causal-state filter has the same topology
as the -machine, but input symbols match the -machine
transition symbols and output symbols are the state to
which the transition goes.
The recurrence relation for causal-state filtering is:
St ∼ r (Xt−1, St−1) .
As just noted, r(·) is a (nonprobabilistic) function, de-
termined by the -map:
St = (
↼−
X t)
= (Xt−1,
↼−
X t−1)
= (Xt−1, St−1) .
Thus, the pure feedback order is Rpfb = 1, as is the
channel Markov order R = 1. The pure feedforward order
Rpff, however, is the original process’s Markov order. For
methods to determine the latter see Ref. [33].
In this way, an -machine can be used to detect the
hidden structures captured by the causal states. For ex-
ample, causal-state filtering has been used to great effect
in detecting emergent domains, particles, and particle in-
teractions in spatially extended dynamical systems [34],
single-molecule conformational states [35], and polycrys-
talline and fault structures in complex materials [36].
V. GLOBAL -MACHINE
Before introducing channel presentations, we first
frame the question in the global setting of the -machine
of joint (input-output) processes. This, then, grounds
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the -transducer in terms of an -machine.
Given a stationary process
↼⇀
X and a channel
↼⇀
Y
∣∣↼⇀X
with output process
↼⇀
Y , form a joint random variable
Zt = (X,Y )t over input-output symbol pairs with al-
phabet Z = X × Y . For example, if X = {a, b} and
Y = {c, d}, then X ×Y = {ac, ad, bc, bd}.
Definition 6. The process
↼⇀
Z over Z defines the chan-
nel’s I/O process.
Definition 7. A stationary channel’s global -machine
is the -machine of its I/O process.
In this setting, the next section asks for a particular
decomposition of the global -machine, when one has se-
lected a portion of Zt as “input” and another as “out-
put”. The input process
↼⇀
X is then described by the
marginal distribution of the joint process that projects
onto “input” sequences. The same also holds for the out-
put process
↼⇀
Y . In this way, the following results not only
provide an analysis for specified input and output pro-
cesses, but also an analysis of possible input-to-output
mappings embedded in any process or its -machine.
Leveraging this observation and anticipating the sequels,
we also note here that the global -machine also provides
the proper setting for posing questions about information
storage and flow within any given process.
VI. -TRANSDUCER
Computational mechanics’ fundamental assumption—
only prediction matters—applies as well to channels as
to processes. In the case of channels, though, we wish to
predict the channel’s future output given the channel’s
past inputs and outputs and the channel’s future input.
This leads to a new causal equivalence relation ∼ over
joint pasts ↼−z = ↼−−−(x, y):
↼−−−
(x, y) ∼ ↼−−−(x, y)′ ⇐⇒
P
(−⇀
Y
∣∣−⇀X,↼−−−−(X,Y ) = ↼−−−(x, y)) (9)
= P
(−⇀
Y
∣∣−⇀X,↼−−−−(X,Y ) = ↼−−−(x, y)′) .
Compare Eq. (4) applied to the I/O process. The
equivalence classes of ∼ partition the set ↼−Z = ↼−−−−(X ,Y)
of all input-output pasts. These classes are the chan-
nel’s causal states, denoted S. The -map is a function
 :
↼−−−−
(X ,Y) → S that maps each joint past to its corre-
sponding channel causal state or, equivalently, to the set
of joint pasts to which it is causally equivalent:

(↼−−−
(x, y)
)
= σi =
{↼−−−
(x, y)′ : ↼−−−(x, y) ∼ ↼−−−(x, y)′
}
.
The dynamic over causal states is again inherited from
the implicit dynamic over joint pasts via the -map, re-
sulting from appending the joint symbol zt = (x, y)t, as
shown in Fig. 4. Since state transitions now depend upon
the current input symbol, we specify the dynamic by an
· · · ↼−−−(x, y)t−1 ↼−−−(x, y)t
↼−−−
(x, y)t+1 · · ·
· · · st−1 st st+1 · · ·
(x, y)t−2 (x, y)t−1 (x, y)t (x, y)t+1
(x, y)t−2 (x, y)t−1 (x, y)t (x, y)t+1
  
FIG. 4. -Transducer dynamic induced by the causal
states st = σi ∈ S from a channel’s joint pasts via
the -map: st = (. . . (x, y)t−2(x, y)t−1)
(x,y)t−−−−→ st+1 =
(. . . (x, y)t−2(x, y)t−1(x, y)t).
indexed set of conditional-symbol transition matrices:
T ≡
{
T (y|x)
}
x∈X ,y∈Y
,
where T (y|x) has elements:
T
(y|x)
ij = P(S1 = σj , Y0 = y|S0 = σi, X0 = x).
While the causal states for a stationary process have
a unique stationary distribution, each stationary input
to a channel can drive its causal states into a different
stationary state distribution. The -map from joint his-
tories to the channel’s causal states can also be seen as a
function that maps a distribution over joint histories to a
distribution over the channel’s causal states. Since each
input history specifies a particular distribution over out-
put histories (via the channel’s conditional word proba-
bilities), it follows that a distribution over input histories
also specifies a distribution over output histories. When
this input history distribution is specified via a particu-
lar input process, we obtain a unique distribution over
causal states via its (·) function. We write this input-
dependent state distribution piX as:
piX(i) = PX(S0 = σi)
= PX
(

(↼−−−−
(X,Y )
)
= σi
)
,
where the subscript X indicates that the input process
has a specific, known distribution. The distribution over
joint histories is stationary by assumption here and, since
the -map is time independent, piX is stationary. We
therefore refer to piX as the (input-dependent) stationary
distribution.
When both the input process and channel are station-
ary and ergodic, we can calculate this stationary distribu-
tion from the input and channel’s causal-state transition
matrices using a generalization of the algorithm found in
Ref. [17]. We save an in-depth discussion of this algo-
rithm for a sequel.
Definition 8. The tuple (X ,Y ,S,T )—consisting of the
channel’s input and output alphabets, causal states, and
conditional-symbol transition probabilities, respectively—
is the channel’s -transducer.
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σi σj
y|x : p
FIG. 5. Generic transition from -transducer causal state σi
to state σj while accepting input symbol x and emitting sym-
bol y with probability p = T
(y|x)
ij .
Note that in the causal equivalence relation for chan-
nels, we condition on the input future
−⇀
X , as a channel
is defined by its output behavior given input. Requir-
ing causal equivalence for the output future alone (or the
joint future for that matter) requires knowledge of a par-
ticular input process as well. In particular, if we do have
knowledge of the input process we can extend the stan-
dard causal equivalence relation to an equivalence rela-
tion involving joint pasts and joint future morphs, giving
us the global (joint) -machine of the preceding section.
As with -machines, it is useful to consider channels
whose -transducers have a finite (or countable) number
of causal states. This restriction again allows us to rep-
resent an -transducer as a labeled-directed graph. Since
transitions between causal states now depend on inputs
as well as outputs, we represent a transition from state σi
to state σj while accepting input symbol x and emitting
symbol y as a directed edge from node σi to node σj with
edge label y|x : p, where p = T (y|x)ij is the edge transition
probability. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.
VII. STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY
To monitor the degree of structuredness in an
-transducer, we use the Shannon information captured
by its causal states, paralleling the definition of -machine
statistical complexity. The stationary distribution over
-transducer states allows one to define an -transducer’s
input-dependent statistical complexity:
CX = H[piX ] .
(Note thatX replaces the previously subscripted measure
µ in -machine statistical complexity to specify the now-
relevant measure.) While quantifying structural com-
plexity, CX ’s dependence on input requires a new inter-
pretation. Some processes drive a transducer into simple,
compressible behavior, while others will lead to complex
behavior. Figure 6 illustrates this.
Input dependence can be removed by following the
standard definition of channel capacity [12], giving a
single number characterizing an -transducer. We take
the supremum of the statistical complexity over input
processes. This gives an upper bound on -transducer
complexity—the channel complexity :
Cµ = sup
X
CX ,
where the maximizing input measure µ is implicitly de-
fined. Note that not all transducers can be driven to
a uniform distribution over states. Thus, recalling that
uniform distributions maximize Shannon entropy, in gen-
eral Cµ ≤ C0 ≡ log2 |S|—the topological state complex-
ity.
VIII. REPRODUCING A CHANNEL
To establish that the -transducer is an exact presenta-
tion of the causal channel it models, we must show that it
reproduces the channel’s conditional word probabilities.
We first establish some needed notation.
Recall that the -map takes a distribution over joint
histories to a distribution over the -transducer’s causal
states and that a particular input history defines a distri-
bution over a channel’s output history. It follows that a
particular input history defines a distribution over joint
histories and, therefore, also defines a distribution over
an -transducer’s causal states via the -map. We call
this distribution τ :
τ(i) = PX
(
S0 = σi
∣∣↼−X 0 = ↼−x )
= PX
(

(↼−−−−
(X,Y )0
)
= σi
∣∣↼−X 0 = ↼−x ) .
Note that while the -map takes a particular joint history
to a unique state, the distribution over states induced by
a particular input history need not be concentrated on a
single state.
When the input process is known and stationary, the
-transducer’s stationary distribution piX can be deter-
mined. This provides a starting distribution for the
-transducer, which is updated by the -transducer’s
symbol transition matrices as each input symbol is ob-
served and each output symbol is generated. We can
therefore calculate the final state distribution P(SL =
σm|x0:L, S0 ∼ piX) that results from starting states in
distribution piX and observing finite input word x0:L:
P(SL = σm|x0:L, S0 ∼ piX)
=
∑
y0:L
∑
i,j,k,··· ,l
piX(i)T
(y0|x0)
ij T
(y1|x1)
jk · · ·T (yL−1|xL−1)lm .
We then obtain τ from the -transducer by shifting this
distribution by L and taking the limit as L→∞:
τ(i) = PX
(
S0 = σi
∣∣↼−X 0 = ↼−x )
= lim
L→∞
P
(
S0 = σi
∣∣x−L:0, S−L ∼ piX) .
We can now establish that the -transducer is an exact
presentation of the causal channel that it models.
Proposition 2 (Presentation). A causal channel’s
-transducer exactly (and only) reproduces the channel’s
conditional word probabilities P(Y0:L|↼−XL).
Proof. Recall that a causal channel’s output words do
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T = P(σ0 P(σ1)
1|0 :1
0|1 :1
0|1 :1
0|0 :1
T P(σ0) = 1 =
1 :1
P(σ0) = 1 P(σ1) = 0
(0|1 :1) · 1
(1|0 :1) · 0
(0|0 :1) · 0
(0|1 :1) · 1
= P(σ0) = 1
0 :1
T P(σ0) = 1 =
0 :1/ 2
1 :1/ 2
P(σ0) = 1/2 P(σ1) = 1/2
(1|0 :1) · 1/ 2
(0|1 :1) · 1/2
(0|1 :1) · 1/2
(0|0 :1) · 1/2
= P(σ0) = 1/2 P(σ1) = 1/2
1 :1/2
0 :1/2
0 :1/2
0 :1/2
(a) (b)
(c)(d)
)
FIG. 6. A channel’s statistical complexity CX depends on the input process X: (a) An example transducer T—the feedfor-
ward NOR channel described later—driven by two example inputs, showing the intermediate stage calculation T (X) and the
-machine of the output process Y = T (X). (b) When driven by an input process consisting of all 1s, the statistical complexity
vanishes: CX(T ) = log2(P(σ0) = 1) = 0 bits. (c) When driven by the Fair Coin Process, the distribution over causal states is
uniform and there is a positive statistical complexity: CX(T ) = H(1/2) = 1 bit. (d) Statistical complexity CX as a function of
the bias of an input Biased Coin Process.
not depend on any inputs occurring after the output
word. Therefore, the -transducer must reproduce all
of a channel’s conditional word probabilities of the form
P(y0:L|↼−x L). As discussed above, an input history in-
duces a distribution τ over the -transducer’s causal
states. So, we calculate the word probabilities directly
via repeated application of the -transducer’s symbol
transition matrices:
P(y0:L|↼−x L) (10)
=
∑
i,j,k,··· ,l,m
τ(i)T
(y0|x0)
ij T
(y1|x1)
jk · · ·T (yL−1|xL−1)lm .
In fact, we can transduce a finite input word even when
the channel’s behavior depends upon arbitrarily long in-
put histories. By simply starting the -transducer in its
stationary distribution piX , we have:
P(y0:L|x0:L)
=
∑
i,j,k,··· ,l,m
piX(i)T
(y0|x0)
ij T
(y1|x1)
jk · · ·T (yL−1|xL−1)lm .
In either case, we can multiply these conditional word
probabilities by the input’s word probabilities to obtain
joint word probabilities:
P((x, y)0:L) = P(y0:L|x0:L)P(x0:L) .
Summing over input words then gives output word prob-
abilities:
P(y0:L) =
∑
x0:L∈XL
P((x, y)0:L) .
We can also start the -transducer with other, arbi-
trary state distributions when certain initial behavior
is desired or if the current internal configuration of the
-transducer is known. This can be very useful in prac-
tice, but the resulting generated behavior is no longer
guaranteed to be stationary or to match the original
channel’s behavior. One use of arbitrary state distribu-
tions is real-time transduction of symbols, where a state
distribution ν is repeatedly updated each time-step af-
ter a single input symbol xt is transduced to an output
symbol yt:
P
(
St+1 = σi
∣∣(x, y)t, St ∼ ν) = ∑
i,j
ν(i)T
(yt|xt)
ij .
IX. OPTIMALITY
We now establish that the -transducer is a channel’s
unique, maximally predictive, minimal statistical com-
plexity unifilar presentation. Other properties, analogous
to those of the -machine, are also developed. Several
proofs parallel those in Refs. [18, 19], but are extended
from -machines to the -transducer. For this initial de-
velopment, we also adopt a caveat from there concern-
ing the use of infinite pasts and futures. For example,
the semi-infinite pasts’ entropy H[
↼−
Y ] is typically infinite.
And so, to properly use such quantities, one first intro-
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duces finite-length chains (e.g., H[Y0:L]) and at the end
of an argument one takes infinite-length limits, as appro-
priate. Here, as previously, we do not include these extra
steps, unless there is subtlety that requires attention us-
ing finite-length chains.
Proposition 3 (Causal States Proxy the Past). When
conditioned on causal states, the future output given input
is independent of past input and past output:
P
(−⇀
Y 0
∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0, S0) = P(−⇀Y 0∣∣−⇀X 0, S0) .
Proof. By construction, the causal states have the same
future morphs as their corresponding pasts:
P
(−⇀
Y 0
∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0) = P(−⇀Y 0∣∣−⇀X 0, S0) .
Since the causal states are a function of the past—S0 =
 (
↼−−−−
(X,Y )0)—we also have that:
P
(−⇀
Y 0
∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0, S0) = P(−⇀Y 0∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0) .
Combining these two equalities gives the result.
In other words, when predicting a channel’s future be-
havior from its past behavior, it suffices to use the causal
states instead.
Proposition 4 (Causal Shielding). Past output
↼−
Y 0 and
future output
−⇀
Y 0 given future input
−⇀
X 0 are independent
given the current causal state S0:
P
(↼⇀
Y 0
∣∣−⇀X 0, S0) = P(↼−Y 0∣∣−⇀X 0, S0)P(−⇀Y 0∣∣−⇀X 0, S0) .
Proof. We directly calculate:
P
(↼⇀
Y 0
∣∣−⇀X 0, S0) = P(↼−Y 0∣∣−⇀X 0, S0)P(−⇀Y 0∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−Y , S0)
= P
(↼−
Y 0
∣∣−⇀X 0, S0)P(−⇀Y 0|−⇀X 0, S0) .
Where the second equality follows from applying Prop.
3 to the second factor.
In the following, depending on use, we refer to either
of the previous propositions as causal shielding.
Proposition 5 (Joint Unifilarity). The current causal
state S0 and current input-output symbol pair (X,Y )0
uniquely determine the next causal state. In this case:
H[S1|(X,Y )0, S0] = 0 .
Proof. If two pasts are causally equivalent, then either (i)
appending a new symbol pair (x, y) to both pasts results
in two new pasts that are also causally equivalent or (ii)
such a symbol pair is never observed when in S0. We
must show that the two new pasts have the same future
morph:
↼−−−
(x, y) ∼ ↼−−−(x, y)′
=⇒ P(−⇀Y 1∣∣−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)(a, b)) = P(−⇀Y 1∣∣−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)′(a, b)) ,
where we have a ∈ X and b ∈ Y and ↼−−−(x, y)(a, b) =
(↼−x a,↼−y b), and the futures −⇀Y 1 and −⇀X 1 denote those
immediately following the associated conditioning pasts
↼−−−
(x, y)(a, b) and
↼−−−
(x, y)′(a, b), respectively. Or, we must
show that the input-output pair (x, y) is forbidden.
First, let
↼−−−
(x, y) ∼ ↼−−−(x, y)′. Since causal equivalence
applies for any joint future, it applies to the particular
future beginning with symbol pair (a, b):
P
(
b
−⇀
Y 1
∣∣a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)) = P(b−⇀Y 1∣∣a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)′) .
Factoring:
P
(
b
−⇀
Y 1
∣∣ · ) = P(−⇀Y 1∣∣Y0 = b, ·)P(Y0 = b∣∣ · )
gives:
P
(−⇀
Y 1
∣∣Y0 = b, a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y))P(Y0 = b∣∣a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y))
= P
(−⇀
Y 1
∣∣Y0 = b, a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)′)P(Y0 = b∣∣a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)′) .
The second factors on both sides are equal by causal
equivalence. So, there are two cases: These factors ei-
ther vanish or they do not. If they are positive, then we
have:
P
(−⇀
Y 1
∣∣Y0 = b, a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)) = P(−⇀Y 1∣∣Y0 = b, a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)′) .
Rewriting the conditional variables with the symbol pair
(a, b) attached to the joint past then gives the first part
of the result:
P
(−⇀
Y 1
∣∣−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)(a, b)) = P(−⇀Y 1∣∣−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)′(a, b)) .
In the other case, when the factors vanish, we have:
P
(
Y0 = b
∣∣a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)) = P(Y0 = b∣∣a−⇀X 1,↼−−−(x, y)′) = 0 .
This implies that:
P
(
Y0 = b
∣∣X0 = a,↼−−−(x, y)) = P(Y0 = b∣∣X0 = a,↼−−−(x, y)′)
= 0 .
In other words, Y0 = b is never observed following either
past, given X0 = a. That is, (a, b) is forbidden.
It then follows that:
H[S1|S0, (X,Y )0] = 0 ,
which is equivalent to joint unifilarity when there is a
finite number of causal states.
Unifilarity guarantees that once we know the process
is in a particular causal state—we are “synchronized”
[33]—we do not lose synchronization over time. This is an
important property when using causal states to simulate
or predict a system’s behavior. Using presentations that
are nonunifilar, typically it is necessary to keep track of
a distribution over states.
Unifilarity is also a useful property to have when at-
tempting to infer an -transducer from data. Inference
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of nonunifilar transducers can be challenging, partly due
to the existence of multiple possible state paths given
a particular start state. Unifilar transducers avoid this
problem, effectively reducing the difficulty to that of in-
ferring a Markov chain from data [37]. Finally, unifilarity
plays a key role, as a sequel shows, in calculating channel
information quantities.
The next theorem shows that -transducers are input-
dependent hidden Markov models.
Proposition 6 (Markovity). A channel’s causal states
satisfy the conditional Markov property:
P
(
St
∣∣Xt−1,↼−S t) = P(St|Xt−1, St−1) .
Proof. Since the causal-state transitions are unifilar,
there is a well defined set of output symbols Z ⊆ Y
that causes a transition from state σj to state σk. We
therefore have:
P
(
St = σk
∣∣Xt−1, St−1 = σj ,↼−S t−1)
= P
(
Yt−1 ∈ Z
∣∣Xt−1, St−1 = σj ,↼−S t−1) .
Causal shielding applies to finite futures as well as infi-
nite. This, combined with the observation that
↼−
S t−1 is
purely a function of the past, allows us to use St−1 to
causally shield Yt−1 from
↼−
S t−1, giving:
P
(
Yt−1 ∈ Z
∣∣Xt−1, St−1 = σj ,↼−S t−1)
= P(Yt−1 ∈ Z|Xt−1, St−1 = σj)
= P(St = σk|Xt−1, St−1 = σj) .
The final equality is again possible due to unifilarity.
The following theorem shows that the causal states
store as much information as possible (from the past)
about a channel’s future behavior—a desirable property
for any predictive model.
Definition 9. The prescience of a setR of rival states—
equivalence classes of an alternative partition of pasts—
reflects how well the rival states predict a channel’s future
behavior. Quantitatively, this is monitored by the amount
of information they share with future output, given future
input:
I
[
R ;
−⇀
Y
∣∣−⇀X ] ,
where R is the associated rival-state random variable.
Note that it is sometimes simpler to prove statements
about conditional entropy than it is for mutual informa-
tion. Due to this, we will transform statements about
prescience into statements about uncertainty in predic-
tion in several proofs that follow. Specifically, we will
make use of the identity:
I
[
R0 ;
−⇀
Y 0
∣∣−⇀X 0] = lim
L→∞
I
[
R0 ;Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0]
= lim
L→∞
(
H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0]−H [Y0:L∣∣−⇀X 0, R0]) ,
where H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, R0] is the finite-future prediction un-
certainty. Note that the infinite-future prediction un-
certainty H
[−⇀
Y 0
∣∣−⇀X 0, R0] typically will be infinite, but
rewriting the prescience in terms of the limit of finite-
future prediction uncertainty allows us to continue to
work with finite quantities.
Theorem 1 (Maximal Prescience). Among all rival par-
titions R of joint pasts, the causal states have maximal
prescience and they are as prescient as pasts:
I
[
S ;
−⇀
Y
∣∣−⇀X] = I [↼−−−−(X,Y ) ;−⇀Y ∣∣−⇀X]
≥ I[R ;−⇀Y |−⇀X ] .
Proof. We will prove the equivalent statement that the
causal states minimize finite-future prediction uncer-
tainty for futures of any length L and have the same
finite-future prediction uncertainty as pasts; i.e., that for
all L:
H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, S0] = H [Y0:L∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0]
≤ H [Y0:L∣∣−⇀X 0, R0] ,
Like the causal states, rival states—equivalence classes
of an alternative partition R of pasts—are a function of
the past:
R = η
(↼−−−−
(X,Y )
)
.
By the Data Processing Inequality [12], we have:
H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0] ≤ H [Y0:L∣∣−⇀X 0, R0] .
The causal states share future morphs with their corre-
sponding pasts. By simple marginalization, the same is
true for finite-future morphs:
P
(
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, S0) = P(Y0:L∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0)
=⇒ H [Y0:L∣∣−⇀X 0, S0] = H [Y0:L∣∣−⇀X 0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0] .
Note that this proof also shows that the causal
states are maximally prescient for all length-L futures:
I[S ;Y0:L|X0:L] = I[↼−−−−(X,Y )0 ;Y0:L
∣∣X0:L].
The causal equivalence relation can also be applied di-
rectly to a channel that anticipates its future inputs, but
the resulting -transducer has outputs that depend not
only upon the current state and input symbol, but some
set of future input symbols. If the set is finite, then one
uses the previous construction that transforms finite an-
ticipation into additional transducer memory (statistical
complexity). In this case, the causal states still capture
all of the information from the past needed for prediction.
That is, they have maximal prescience. Any additional
future input dependence, though, must be encoded in the
machine’s transitions.
Definition 10. A prescient rival is an indexed set R̂ of
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states (with elements ρ̂i and random variable R̂) that is
as predictive as any past:
I
[
R̂ ;
−⇀
Y
∣∣−⇀X] = I [↼−−−−(X,Y ) ;−⇀Y ∣∣−⇀X] .
Lemma 1 (Refinement). The partition of a prescient
rival R̂ is a refinement (almost everywhere) of the causal-
state partition of the joint input-output pasts.
Proof. Since the causal states’ future morphs include ev-
ery possible future morph of a channel, we can always
express a prescient rival’s future morph as a (convex)
combination of the causal states’ future morphs. This
allows us to rewrite the entropy over a prescient rival
(finite-length) future morph as:
H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀x ,ρ̂k] = H [P(Y0:L∣∣−⇀x , ρ̂k)]
= H
∑
j
P
(
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀x , σj)P(σj |ρ̂k)
 . (11)
Since entropy is convex, we also have:
H
∑
j
P
(
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀x , σj)P(σj |ρ̂k)

≥
∑
j
P(σj |ρ̂k) H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀x , σj] . (12)
Therefore:
H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, R̂0] = ∑
k
P(ρ̂k) H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, ρ̂k]
≥
∑
k
P(ρ̂k)
∑
j
P(σj |ρ̂k) H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, σj]
=
∑
j,k
P(σj , ρ̂k) H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, σj]
=
∑
j
P(σj) H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, σj]
= H
[
Y0:L
∣∣−⇀X 0, S0] ,
where the inequality follows from Eqs. (11) and (12).
Since the rival states R̂ are prescient, we know that equal-
ity must be attained in this inequality for each L. Equal-
ity is only possible when P(σj |ρ̂k) = 1 for exactly one
value of j and vanishes for every other j. That is, if a ri-
val state is prescient, it is contained entirely within a sin-
gle causal state, aside from a set of measure zero. Thus,
the partition of the prescient rival states is a refinement
of the causal-state partition almost everywhere.
Theorem 2 (Minimality). For any given input process
X, causal states have the minimal conditional statistical
complexity among all prescient rival partitions R̂:
CX(S) ≤ CX
(
R̂
)
.
Proof. Since a prescient rival partition is a refinement al-
most everywhere, there exists a function f defined almost
everywhere that maps each rival state to the causal state
that (almost everywhere) contains it:
f(ρ̂i) = σj .
Then, we have:
HX
[
R̂
] ≥ HX [f(R̂)]
= HX [S] .
Corollary 1. Causal states minimize the channel com-
plexity Cµ.
Proof. Immediate from the preceding theorem.
In words, we established the fact that the causal states
store all of the information contained in the past that
is necessary for predicting a channel’s future behavior
and as little of the remaining information “overhead”
contained in the past as possible. Given an input pro-
cess, -transducer causal states maximize I[
−⇀
Y ;S|−⇀X ] while
minimizing I[
↼−−−−
(X,Y );S].
The final optimality theorem shows that any states
which have these properties are in fact the causal states.
Theorem 3 (Uniqueness). The -transducer is the
unique prescient, minimal partition of pasts. If CX
(
R̂
)
=
CX(S) for every input process
↼⇀
X , then the correspond-
ing states R̂ and S are isomorphic to one another almost
everywhere. And, their equivalence relations ∼η and ∼
are the same almost everywhere.
Proof. Again, the Refinement Lemma (Lemma 1) says
that S = f
(
R̂
)
almost everywhere. It therefore follows
that HX
[
S
∣∣R̂] = 0. Moreover, by assumption HX [S] =
HX
[
R̂
]
. Combining these with the symmetry of mutual
information gives:
IX
[
S; R̂
]
= IX
[
R̂;S
]
HX [S]−HX
[
S
∣∣R̂] = HX [R̂]−HX [R̂∣∣S]
HX [S]− 0 = HX [S]−HX
[
R̂
∣∣S]
HX
[
R̂
∣∣S] = 0 .
The latter holds if and only if there is a function g such
that R̂ = g(S) almost everywhere. By construction g is
the inverse f−1 of f almost everywhere. We have that
f ◦ η =  and f−1 ◦  = η.
Finally, the two equivalence relations ∼ and ∼η are
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the same almost everywhere:
↼−−−
(x, y) ∼ ↼−−−(x, y)′
=⇒ 
(
↼−−−
(x, y)
)
= 
(
↼−−−
(x, y)′
)
=⇒ f−1 ◦ 
(
↼−−−
(x, y)
)
= f−1 ◦ 
(
↼−−−
(x, y)′
)
=⇒ η
(
↼−−−
(x, y)
)
= η
(
↼−−−
(x, y)′
)
=⇒ ↼−−−(x, y) ∼η ↼−−−(x, y)′ ,
and
↼−−−
(x, y) ∼η ↼−−−(x, y)′
=⇒ η
(
↼−−−
(x, y)
)
= η
(
↼−−−
(x, y)′
)
=⇒ f ◦ η
(
↼−−−
(x, y)
)
= f ◦ η
(
↼−−−
(x, y)′
)
=⇒ 
(
↼−−−
(x, y)
)
= 
(
↼−−−
(x, y)′
)
=⇒ ↼−−−(x, y) ∼ ↼−−−(x, y)′ .
-Transducer uniqueness means that CX is the condi-
tional complexity of a channel and, therefore, justifies
calling Cµ the channel complexity.
X. GLOBAL -MACHINE VERSUS
-TRANSDUCER
Given a particular joint process or its global -machine,
it is possible (provided that the input process satis-
fies certain requirements) to construct the -transducer
that maps input
↼⇀
X to output
↼⇀
Y , such that
↼−−⇀
(X,Y ) =(↼⇀
X , f(
↼⇀
X )
)
, where f is the transducer and f
(↼⇀
X
)
desig-
nates the output of the transducer, given input process
↼⇀
X . Sequels address the relationship between a joint pro-
cess’ global -machine and corresponding -transducer at
both the process (channel) level and at the automata
(-machine and -transducer) level. There, we pro-
vide algorithms for “conditionalizing” a joint process
or -machine to obtain the corresponding channel or
-transducer, as well as algorithms for obtaining input or
output marginals, applying an -transducer to an input
-machine, composing multiple -transducers, and invert-
ing an invertible -transducer.
Note that the ability to construct an -transducer from
a joint process can be useful when attempting to infer
an -transducer from data, as such data will typically
come from a system driven by some particular (possibly
controllable) input; i.e., the data is a sample of a joint
process.
XI. HISTORY -TRANSDUCER VERSUS
GENERATOR -TRANSDUCER
The preceding focused on the history specification of
an -transducer, where a machine is obtained by parti-
tioning a channel’s histories (joint pasts). We can also
consider the generator specification, where we instead
start with a machine that produces a stationary, ergodic
channel. Taking this perspective, an -transducer is an
input-dependent, strongly connected, aperiodic hidden
Markov model with unifilar transitions and probabilisti-
cally distinct states. The history and generator specifi-
cations of an -transducer are likely equivalent—as they
are with -machines [21]—but we leave such a proof to
future work.
XII. EXAMPLES REVISITED
With the -transducer defined, we can revisit the exam-
ple channels examined above. We display channel struc-
ture via its -transducer’s state transition diagram, as
well as a wordmap that now colors each joint history
based on its corresponding causal state. Input and out-
put history projections are also shown. Histories that are
not mapped to a single causal state are colored black.
Recall that causal states partition joint histories, so in-
put or output histories alone need not correspond to a
unique causal state. We will discuss Markov orders for
these channels, but we leave it to the reader to construct
an exhaustive list of Markov orders for each channel.
Since the Identity (Fig. 7), All is Fair (Fig. 8), and
Z (Fig. 9) Channels are memoryless, their behavior does
not depend on the past. As a result, there is a single
causal state containing every past and so their wordmaps
are monochromatic. Since they have a single causal state,
CX = Cµ = 0.
In contrast, the Delay Channel (Fig. 10) has two causal
states and so two colors corresponding to pasts in which
the input ends on a 0 (left half of the wordmap) or a
1 (right half of the wordmap). This partitioning into
halves is a characteristic of channels with a pure feedfor-
ward Markov order Rpff = 1. We also see that the out-
put words are colored black, illustrating the fact that the
output tells us nothing about the current causal state.
The channel’s pure feedforward Markov order of 1 can
be seen in the channel’s -transducer state-transition di-
agram by observing that all transitions on input symbol
0 lead to state A and all transitions on input symbol 1
lead to state B. Since the Delay Channel is undefined
for outputs alone (Rpfb is undefined), it is the first ex-
ample channel with a nontrivial irreducible feedforward
order: Riff = 1. The causal states of the Delay Channel
simply store a single bit of input, their entropy therefore
matches the length-1 block entropy of the input process:
CX = H[X0]. Maximizing the latter over input process
gives us Cµ = 1, attained with Fair Coin Process input.
The Feedforward NOR Channel (Fig. 11) also stores
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FIG. 7. Identity Channel: -transducer and causal-state col-
ored wordmap. See text for explanation.
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FIG. 8. All-Is-Fair Channel: -transducer and causal-state
colored wordmap.
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FIG. 9. Z Channel: -transducer and causal-state colored
wordmap.
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FIG. 10. Delay Channel: -transducer and causal-state col-
ored wordmap.
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FIG. 11. Feedforward NOR Channel: -transducer and
causal-state colored wordmap.
the previous input symbol and, therefore, partitions in-
put histories the same way (Rpff = 1). We see in the
wordmap that there is again an ambiguity of causal state
given output histories alone and there is, therefore, no
pure feedback presentation for the channel. Specifically,
we see that the ambiguity arises for histories where the
output ends on two 0s (lower quarter of the wordmap).
This can be verified in the channel’s -transducer by ob-
serving that a 1 on output always leads to state A, but a
0 on output only leads to a unique state if it is followed by
a 1 on output. A single symbol of input is always needed
to guarantee well defined behavior (Riff = 1). Since the
Feedforward NOR Channel’s causal states store the same
information as the Delay Channel, we can again drive the
channel with the Fair Coin Process to attain Cµ = 1 bit.
The wordmap for the Odd NOT Channel (Fig. 12)
has projected input (and output) partitions with struc-
ture at all scales. This is the signature of states that
depend upon infinite histories—one must provide an ar-
bitrarily long binary expansion to specify the location
of the causal state boundaries and, therefore, the causal
states themselves. If we observe both inputs and out-
puts, we only need to specify in which quadrant a joint
history lies in order to determine its causal state. That
is, the Odd NOT Channel is sofic on both input and
output alone (infinite pure feedforward and pure feed-
back Markov orders, Rpff and Rpfb, respectively), but
Markovian when both input and output are considered
(finite Markov order R). We also see that the causal
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FIG. 12. Odd NOT Channel: -transducer and causal-state
colored wordmap.
states store the same information (parity) about input
histories as they do output histories, by observing the
symmetry along the diagonal. Since the Period-2 Pro-
cess generates sequences that always alternate between
even and odd parity, we can drive the channel with this
process to induce a uniform distribution over its causal
states. Therefore, we have Cµ = 1 bit, again.
We see that the All-Is-Golden Channel (Fig. 13) has
a pure feedback Markov order of Rpfb = 1. Since it
ignores its input, however, input histories tell us noth-
ing about in which causal state the channel is. We also
see that the wordmap is horizontally symmetric due to
this lack of input dependence. Since the state tran-
sitions depend only on output, the state distribution
and, therefore, the statistical complexity are indepen-
dent of input. In particular, the channel’s statistical
complexity is that of the Golden Mean Process (GMP):
CX = Cµ = Cµ(GMP) ≈ 0.918 bits.
The wordmap for the Feedback NOR Channel (Fig.
14) clearly shows that it has infinite pure feedforward
Markov order Rpff, but finite Markov R and pure feed-
back Markov Rpfb orders. Contrast this with the
wordmap for the Feedback XOR Channel (Fig. 15)
clearly showing that the causal state, and so the channel’s
behavior, cannot be determined by input alone. Observe
that the Feedback NOR Channel is in state A with prob-
ability 1 when a 1 is observed on input and oscillates
between states A and B if the channel is driven with a
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FIG. 13. All-Is-Golden Channel: -transducer and causal-
state colored wordmap.
period-2 cycle of 0s and 1s from that point on. We can
therefore induce a uniform distribution over causal states
by driving the channel with the Period-2 Process. We
can also induce a uniform distribution over the Feedback
XOR Channel’s causal states by driving the channel with
the Fair Coin Process, which causes all state transitions
to occur with equal probability. In both cases, Cµ = 1
bit.
The Odd Random Channel (Fig. 16) has infinite pure
feedforward and pure feedback Markov orders (Rpff =
Rpfb = ∞), but unlike the Odd NOT channel, the
Markov order R is infinite. In the Odd NOT channel,
we saw structure at all scales in the input and output
projections of the wordmap, but a partitioning into quad-
rants in the complete wordmap. Now, we see that there
is no such simple partition in the complete wordmap,
and there is structure at all scales in the coloring of his-
tories. In other words, one must specify arbitrarily long
pairs of binary expansions (input and output) in order to
specify a causal state. Specifically, knowing that a past
ended in (x, y)t = (1, 1) does not uniquely determine a
causal state. This can be seen as multiple colors appear-
ing in the upper-right quadrant of the wordmap. If, how-
ever, we know that the previous pair was (0, 0), (0, 1), or
(1, 0), we see that the history maps to causal state B; cor-
responding to the upper-left, lower-left, and lower-right
subquadrants of the upper-right quadrant, respectively.
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FIG. 14. Feedback NOR Channel: -transducer and causal-
state colored wordmap.
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FIG. 15. Feedback XOR Channel: -transducer and causal-
state colored wordmap.
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FIG. 16. Odd Random Channel: -transducer and causal-
state colored wordmap.
Similarly, if the previous pair was (1, 1), we are left with
an ambiguity in state; corresponding to the upper-right
subquadrant of the upper-right quadrant. Therefore, we
require an arbitrarily long past to determine the chan-
nel’s causal state in general. Since the causal states store
the same parity as the Odd NOT channel, we can again
drive the channel with the Period-2 Process to induce a
uniform distribution, giving us Cµ = 1 bit.
The Period-2 Identity NOT Channel (Fig. 17) has a
Markov order of R = 1, but we clearly see that neither
input nor output alone determines the channel’s causal
state (Riff = Rifb = 1). Since the states have a uniform
distribution regardless of input, we have CX = Cµ = 1
bit.
XIII. INFINITE-STATE -TRANSDUCERS: THE
SIMPLE NONUNIFILAR CHANNEL
The example channels were chosen to have a finite
number of causal states (typically two), largely to keep
the analysis of their structure accessible. We can see that
even with a few states, -transducers capture a great deal
of behavioral richness. Nonetheless, many channels have
an infinite number of causal states. Consider, for exam-
ple, the Simple Nonunifilar Channel. This channel’s be-
havior is captured simply by the finite-state presentation
shown in Fig. 18. When in state A, the channel behaves
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FIG. 17. Period-2 Identity NOT Channel: -transducer and
causal-state colored wordmap.
as the identity and has an equal probability of staying in
state A or transitioning to state B. When in state B, the
channel will either behave as the identity and transition
back to state B or behave as the bit flipped identity and
transition to state A, each with equal probability.
Observe that the transducer shown is nonunifilar and
is, therefore, not the -transducer for the channel. For
example, the joint symbol (0, 0) can cause state A to
transition to either itself or state B. This nonunifilar-
ity manifests in the wordmap as large blocks of black
points. These indicate joint histories that lead to a mix-
ture of transducer states. This illustrates the fact that
an observer cannot typically retain synchronization to a
particular state of a nonunifilar transducer—a problem
not present when using unifilar transducers.
It is possible to construct the -transducer for the Sim-
ple Nonunifilar Channel, but doing so results in a trans-
ducer with a countably infinite set of states. This mini-
mal, unifilar -transducer can be seen in Fig. 19. Since
any channel with a finite Markov order (and finite alpha-
bet) will have a finite number of causal states, a channel
with an infinite number of causal states will have infi-
nite Markov order. This is also evident in the causal-
state wordmap for the Simple Nonunifilar Channel, as
one needs infinite resolution (in general) to determine to
which causal state a joint past leads. In fact, even if we
know either the infinite input or output past, we still need
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FIG. 18. Simple Nonunifilar Channel: Nonunifilar transducer
presentation and state colored wordmap.
to know the full output or input past, respectively, in or-
der to characterize the channel’s behavior. This is there-
fore the first example we have seen with Riff = Rifb =∞.
Observe that while the Simple Nonunifilar Channel’s
output clearly depends upon its input, its state-to-state
transitions do not. Its statistical complexity is therefore
independent of the input process chosen. In fact, the
causal states and transitions between them are identi-
cal to the Simple Nonunifilar Source [22]. The statistical
complexity is therefore equal to the statistical complex-
ity of the Simple Nonunifilar source: CX = Cµ ≈ 2.71
bits. Even though there are an infinite number of states,
the Bi states are occupied with probability that de-
creases quickly with i, thus allowing for a finite Shan-
non state entropy. Note that if one were to use Fig.
18’s nonunifilar presentation for the Simple Nonunifilar
Channel, the statistical complexity would be underesti-
mated as CX = Cµ = 1 bit.
XIV. DISCUSSION
Previously, we described computational mechanics in
the setting of either generating or controlling processes
[15]. As noted there, generation and control are comple-
mentary. Here, we developed computational mechanics
in a way that merges both control (the input process) and
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FIG. 19. Simple Nonunifilar Channel: -transducer and
causal-state colored wordmap.
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generation (the output process), extending the -machine
to the -transducer. With this laid out, we describe how
the -transducer overlaps and differs from alternatives to
modeling input-output processes. We then turn to dis-
cuss applications, which incidentally elucidate our origi-
nal motivations, and suggest future directions.
A. Related Work: Modeling
Following the signposts of earlier approaches to model-
ing complex, nonlinear dynamical systems [2, 38], we are
ultimately concerned with reconstructing a transducer
when given a general channel or given a joint process,
either analytically or via statistical inference. And so,
when discussing related efforts, we distinguish between
those whose goal is to extract a model, which we re-
view now, and those that analyze types of transductions,
which we review next. After this, we turn to applications.
For statistical estimation we note that the recently
introduced Bayesian Structural Inference (BSI) [37] al-
lows one to estimate the posterior probability that
-machines generate a given, even relatively short, data
series. BSI’s generality allows it to be readily adapted
to infer -transducers from samples of an input-output
process. This turns on either developing an enumera-
tion of -transducers which parallels that developed for
-machines in Ref. [39] or on developing a list of candi-
date -transducers for a given circumstance. And, these
are also readily accomplished. A sequel provides the im-
plementations. Previously, inferring causal states, and
so causal-state filters, had also been addressed; see, for
example, Refs. [37, 40, 41].
Optimal transducers were originally introduced as
structure-based filters to define hierarchical -machine
reconstruction [22, 42] in terms of causal-state filtering,
to detect emergent spatiotemporal patterns [43–46], and
to explore the origins of evolutionary selection pressure
[47] and the evolution of language structure [48]. These
causal-state transducers were first formalized in Ref. [49]
and several of those results are reproduced in Ref. [50].
Appendix A shows that the definition there, which makes
additional assumptions compared to that here, are equiv-
alent. The more-general development is more elegant, in
that it establishes unifilarity, for example, rather than
assume such a powerful property. Likely, in addition,
the generality will allow -transducers to be more widely
used.
Throwing the net wider—beyond these, most directly
related, prior efforts—there have been many approaches
to modeling input-output mappings. We will use the
fact that most do not focus on quantitatively analyzing
the mapping’s intrinsic structure to limit the scope of
our comments. We mention a few and then only briefly.
Hopefully the list, nonetheless, suggests directions for fu-
ture work in these areas.
Today, many fall under the rubric of learning, though
they are rather more accurately described as statistical
parameter estimation within a fixed model class. Prob-
ably, the most widely used and developed methods to
model general input-output mappings are found in arti-
ficial neural networks [51, 52] and in the more modern
approaches that employ kernel methods [53], statistical
physics [54], and information theory [55, 56]. Often these
methods require IID-drawn samples and so do not di-
rectly concern mappings from one temporal process to
another. Unlike -transducers, they are also typically
limited to model classes—e.g., feedforward and directed
acyclic graph structures—that do not allow internal feed-
back or dynamics.
That said, neural networks that are recurrent are
universal approximators of dynamical systems and, per
force, are channels with feedback and feedforward mem-
ory [57]. They are well known to be hard to train and, in
any case, rarely quantitatively analyzed for the struc-
tures they capture when successfully trained. In the
mathematical statistics of time series, for comparison,
AutoRegressive-Moving-Average model with eXogenous
inputs model (ARMAX models) are channels with feed-
back and feedforward memory, but they are linear—
current output is a linear combination of past inputs and
outputs. The nonlinear generalization is the Nonlinear
AutoRegressive eXogenous model (NARX), which is a
very general memoryful causal channel. At some future
time, likely using -transducers extended to continuous
variables as recently done for -machines in Ref. [58],
we will understand better the kinds of structure these
channels can represent.
B. Related Work: Classification
Beyond developing a theoretical framework for struc-
tured transformations, one that is sufficiently construc-
tive to be of use in statistical inference, there are issues
that concern how they give a new view, if any, of the
organization of the space of structured processes itself.
Specifically, computational mechanics up to this point
focused on processes and developed -machines to de-
scribe them as stochastic sets. -Machines are, most sim-
ply stated, compact representations of distributions over
sequences. With the -transducers introduced here, com-
putational mechanics now has formalized stochastic map-
pings of these stochastic sets. And, to get to the point,
with sets and mappings one finally has a framework capa-
ble of addressing the recoding equivalence notion and the
geometry of the space of processes proposed in Ref. [59].
A key component of this will be a measure of distance be-
tween processes that uses a structural measure from the
minimal optimal mapping (-transducer) between them.
This would offer a constructive, in the sense we use the
word, approach to the view of process space originally
introduced by Shannon [13, 60, 61].
This then leads to the historically prior question
of structurally classifying processes—paralleling schemes
developed in computation theory [24]. Indeed, our devel-
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opment is much closer to input-output processes from
the earliest days of dynamical systems and automata
theory—which were concerned with exploring the range
of behaviors of mechanical systems and the then-new dig-
ital computers.
Briefly, -transducers are probabilistic endomorphisms
of subshifts as studied in symbolic dynamics [25]. The
(nonprobabilistic) endomorphisms there were developed
to explore the equivalence of processes via conjugacies.
Notably, this area grew out of efforts in the 1920s and
1930s by Hedlund, Morse, Thue, and others to define
symbolic dynamical systems that were more analytically
tractable than continuum-state systems [62]. Their ef-
forts played a role in forming the logical foundations of
mathematics and so eventually in the emergence of a the-
ory of computation via Church, Go¨del, Post, and Turing
[63–66]. This led eventually to Moore’s abstractions of se-
quential machines and transducers [67] and to Huffman’s
concept of a minimal implementation [68] and informa-
tion lossless automata [69–71]. Today, though exposi-
tions are increasingly rare, finite-state transducers are
covered by several texts on computation theory; see, for
example, Ref. [72].
Once one allows for distributions over sequences,
though, then one shifts from the overtly structural ap-
proach of symbolic dynamics and automata to Shan-
non’s information sources and communication channels
[26] and a strong emphasis on stochastic process theory.
As noted in the introduction, one principal difference is
that here we considered channels with memory, while the
latter in its elementary treatments considers memoryless
channels or channels with very restricted forms of mem-
ory. Finite-state channels have been developed in limited
way, though; for example, see Ref. [73, Ch. 7] and for
very early efforts see Refs. [74] and [75]. There are also
overlaps, as we attempted to show in the selected exam-
ples, with classifications developed in digital filter theory
[76].
There are also differences in focus and questions.
Whereas information theory [12, 26] studies quantities of
information such as intrinsic randomness and informa-
tional correlation, computational mechanics [1] goes an
additional step and attempts to quantify the information
itself —the computational structure or memory within a
system. This is achieved not by assuming a class of model
directly, but by making a simple assumption about mod-
eling itself: The only relevant information is that which
contributes to prediction—the “difference that makes a
difference” to the future [77]. Via the causal equivalence
relation, this assumption leads directly to the unique,
maximally predictive, and minimally complex model of
our measurement data—the -machine. Another way to
express this is that -transducers give a constructive way
to explore the information theory of channels with and
without memory.
C. Applications
Our development of -transducers was targeted to
provide the foundation for several related problems—
problems that we will address elsewhere, but will briefly
describe here to emphasize general relevance and also to
suggest future directions.
1. Inference versus Experimentation
If all data collected is produced by a measuring device,
then any model formed from that data captures both
the structure of the system and sensor in combination.
Is there a natural separation of measuring instrument
from system measured? We can now pose this precisely
in terms of -transducers: Are there optimal decompo-
sitions of a process’s -machine into a possibly smaller
-machine (representing the hidden process) composed
with a -transducer (representing the measuring instru-
ment)?
2. Information Flow within and between Systems
In nonlinear dynamics and in information theory there
has been a long-lived interest in how information “flows”
and how such flows relate to a system’s mechanical or-
ganization; see Refs. [78–81], to mention only a few.
These employ specializations of Eq. (6)’s excess entropy,
being various forms of conditional mutual information.
The transfer entropy [82] and the earlier directional in-
formation [83, 84] are two such. The main issue concerns
how one process affects another and so this is a domain in
which -transducers—as optimal models of the structured
transformations between processes—can help clarify the
issues.
In particular, there has been recent criticism of the
use of these as measures of information flow and, specif-
ically, their relation to the structural organization of the
flows [85]. We can now do better, we believe, since
-transducers give a canonical presentation with which to
describe and extract the structure of such mappings. And
this, in turn, allows one to explicitly relate how causal-
state structure supports or precludes information flows.
We address this problem in a sequel [86].
3. Process Decomposition
Given a process, we can now analyze what internal
components drive or are driven by other internal compo-
nents. As one example, Is a subset of the measurement al-
phabet the “output” being driven by another subset that
is “input”? The question hints at the solution that one
can now provide: Produce the -transducer for each bi-
partite input-output partitioning of the global -machine
alphabet, giving a set of candidate input-output models.
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One can then invoke, based on a notion of first principles
(such as parsimony) or prior knowledge, a way to choose
the “best” input-output, driver-drivee decomposition.
4. Perception-Action Cycles
Probably one of the most vexing contemporary the-
oretical and practical problems, one that occurs quite
broadly, is how to describe long-term and emergent fea-
tures of dynamic learning in which a system models its
input, makes a decision based on what it has gleaned,
and takes an action that affects the environment produc-
ing the inputs. In psychology and cognitive sciences this
problem goes under the label of the perception-action cy-
cle; in neuroscience, under sensori-motor loop [7, 8]. The
problem transcends both traditional mathematical statis-
tics and modern machine learning, as their stance is that
the data is not affected by what is learned. And in this,
it transcends the time-worn field of experiment design
[87, 88] and the more recent machine learning problem
of active learning [54]. Though related to computational
mechanics via Ref. [41], the recent proposal [89] for in-
teractive learning is promising, but is not grounded in a
systematic approach to structure. It also transcends con-
trol theory, as the latter does not address dynamically
building models, but rather emphasizes how to monitor
and drive a given system into given states [90].
-Transducers suggest a way to model the transduction
of sensory input to a model and from the model to a deci-
sion process that generates actions. Thus, the computa-
tional mechanics representation of the perception-action
cycle is two cross-coupled -transducers—one’s output is
the other’s input and vice versa. Formulating the prob-
lem in this way promises progress in analyzing and in
quantifying structures in the space of models and strate-
gies.
Physical applications of -transducers to analyze the
information thermodynamics of feedback control in
Maxwellian Demons can be seen in Szilard’s Engine [4]
and the Mandal-Jarzynski ratchet [3, 5].
XV. CONCLUSION
Previously, computational mechanics focused on ex-
tracting and analyzing the informational and structural
properties of individual processes. The premise being
that once a process’s -machine had been obtained, it can
be studied in lieu of other more cumbersome (or even in-
appropriate) process presentations. Since the -machine
is also unique and minimal for a process, its structure and
quantities were treated as being those of the underlying
system that generated the process. Strengthening this
paradigm, virtually all of a process’s correlational, infor-
mation, and structural quantities can now be calculated
in closed form using new methods of -machine spectral
decomposition [91].
By way of explaining this paradigm, we opened with a
review of stationary processes and their -machines, turn-
ing to broaden the setting to joint input-output processes
and communication channels. We then defined the (con-
ditional) causal equivalence relation, which led immedi-
ately to transducer causal states and the -transducer.
A series of theorems then established their optimality.
To illustrate the range of possible transformations we
considered a systematic set of example channels that,
in addition, provided an outline of a structural classi-
fication scheme. As an aide in this, we gave a graphical
way to view structured transformations via causal-state
wordmaps. With the framework developed, one sees that
the same level of computational mechanics’ prior analy-
sis of individual processes can now be brought to bear on
understanding structural transformations between pro-
cesses.
The foregoing, however, is simply the first in a series
on the structural analysis of mappings between processes.
The next will address the information-theoretic measures
appropriate to joint input-output processes. We then will
turn to an analysis that blends the present results on
the causal architecture of structured transformations and
the information-theoretic measures, showing how the in-
ternal mechanism expressed in the -transducer supports
information creation, loss, and manipulation during flow.
From that point, the sequels will branch out to address
channel composition, decomposition, and inversion.
Given the diversity of domains in which structured
transformations (and their understanding) appear to play
a role, there looks to be a wide range of applications.
In addition to addressing several of these applications,
Sec. XIV outlined several future research directions. The
-transducer development leads, for example, to a num-
ber of questions that can now be precisely posed and
whose answers now seem in reach: How exactly do dif-
ferent measuring devices change the -machine formed
from measurements of a fixed system? What precisely
is lost in the measurement process, and how well can we
model a system using a given measuring device? When is
it possible to see past a measuring device into a system,
and how can we optimize our choice of measuring device
in practice?
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Appendix A: Equivalence of Two -Transducer
Definitions
We show the equivalence of two different -transducer
definitions, that presented in the main paper and an ear-
lier version requiring additional assumptions. Since the
-transducer is determined by its causal equivalence re-
lation, we show that the respective equivalence relations
are the same. The first is defined and discussed at length
above and duplicated here for convenience.
Definition 1. The causal equivalence relation ∼ for
channels is defined as follows:
↼−−−
(x, y) ∼ ↼−−−(x, y)′ ⇐⇒
P
(−⇀
Y
∣∣−⇀X,↼−−−−(X,Y ) = ↼−−−(x, y))
= P
(−⇀
Y
∣∣−⇀X,↼−−−−(X,Y ) = ↼−−−(x, y)′)
The second definition is an implicit equivalence rela-
tion consisting of an explicit equivalence relation, along
with an additional unifilarity constraint that, of course,
is quite strong [49, 50]. Here, we make both requirements
explicit.
Definition 2. The single-symbol unifilar equivalence re-
lation ∼1 for channels is defined as follows:
↼−−−
(x, y) ∼1 ↼−−−(x, y)′ ⇐⇒
(i) P
(
Y0
∣∣X0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0 = ↼−−−(x, y))
= P
(
Y0
∣∣X0,↼−−−−(X,Y )0 = ↼−−−(x, y)′)
and:
(ii) P
(
Y1
∣∣X1,↼−−−−(X,Y )0 = ↼−−−(x, y), (X,Y )0 = (a, b))
= P
(
Y1
∣∣X1,↼−−−−(X,Y )0 = ↼−−−(x, y)′, (X,Y )0 = (a, b)) ,
for all a ∈ X and b ∈ Y such that:
P
(
(X,Y )0 = (a, b)|↼−−−(x, y)
)
> 0
and:
P ((X,Y )0 = (a, b)|↼−−−(x, y)′) > 0 .
The second requirement (ii) in the above definition re-
quires that appending any joint symbol to two single-
symbol-equivalent pasts will also result in a pair of
pasts that are single-symbol-equivalent. This is unifil-
iarity. The second part of the second requirement en-
sures that we are only considering possible joint symbols
(a, b)—symbols that can follow
↼−−−
(x, y) or
↼−−−
(x, y)′ with some
nonzero probability.
Proposition 7. The single-symbol unifilar equivalence
relation is identical to the causal equivalence relation.
Proof. Let
↼−−−
(x, y) and
↼−−−
(x, y)′ be two pasts, equivalent un-
der ∼1 . This provides our base case for induction:
P
(
Y0
∣∣X0,↼−−−(x, y)) = P(Y0∣∣X0,↼−−−(x, y)′) . (A1)
Now, let’s assume that
↼−−−
(x, y) and
↼−−−
(x, y)′ are equivalent
for length-L− 1 future morphs:
P
(
Y0:L
∣∣X0:L,↼−−−(x, y)) = P(Y0:L∣∣X0:L,↼−−−(x, y)′) . (A2)
We need to show that
↼−−−
(x, y) and
↼−−−
(x, y)′ are equivalent
for length-L future morphs by using the unifilarity con-
straint. Unifilarity requires that appending a joint sym-
bol (a, b) to both
↼−−−
(x, y) and
↼−−−
(x, y)′ results in two new
pasts also equivalent to each other for length-L − 1 fu-
ture morphs:
P
(
Y1:L+1
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)(a, b))
= P
(
Y1:L+1
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′(a, b)). (A3)
Since this must be true for any joint symbol, we replace
(a, b) with (X,Y )0 in Eq. (A3), giving:
P
(
Y1:L+1
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y), (X,Y )0)
= P
(
Y1:L+1
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′, (X,Y )0)
⇐⇒
P
(
Y1:L+1
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y), X0, Y0)
= P
(
Y1:L+1
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′, X0, Y0) .
(A4)
To arrive at our result, we need to multiply the left
side of Eq. (A4) by P
(
Y0
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y), X0) and the
right side by P
(
Y0
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′, X0), which we can
do when these quantities are equal. Since our chan-
nel is causal, X1:L+1 has no effect on Y0 when we
condition on the infinite joint past and present input
symbol. The two quantities, P
(
Y0
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y), X0)
and P
(
Y0
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′, X0), therefore reduce to
P
(
Y0
∣∣↼−−−(x, y), X0) and P(Y0∣∣↼−−−(x, y)′, X0), respectively. But
these are equal by the single-symbol unifilar equivalence
relation—the base for induction. Multiplying each side
of Eq. (A4) by these two terms (in their original form)
gives:
P
(
Y1:L+1
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y), X0, Y0)
· P(Y0∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y), X0)
= P
(
Y1:L+1
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′, X0, Y0)
· P(Y0∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′, X0)
⇐⇒
P
(
Y1:L+1, Y0
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y), X0)
= P
(
Y1:L+1, Y0
∣∣X1:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′, X0)
⇐⇒
P
(
Y0:L+1
∣∣X0:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)) = P(Y0:L+1∣∣X0:L+1,↼−−−(x, y)′) .
The two pasts are therefore equivalent for length-L future
morphs. By induction, the two pasts are equivalent for
arbitrarily long future morphs.
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